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DeFi Farmers consists of 9,500 randomly generated eco-
friendly NFT Farmers living on the Avalanche network. 

Each DeFi Farmer is an NFT that represents your avatar in the 
"Ecoverse", an ecosystem of technologies and visions based 
on reforestation and environment preservation values . 

DeFi Farmers can be found with a variety of different outfits 
and emotions but no two Farmers are alike. 

Each Farmers brings their own style with unique hats, hair, 
clothing and farming tools from a total of 57 different 
attributes! You can soon import your farmer in Tellus Game.
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Ecosystem

By holding a DeFi Farmer, you will have access to NFTree Club, 
places to vote and discuss sustainable actions to preserve 
our environment as well as to participate on Treedefi topics 
and beta tests.

Our project allows investors to have a real world impact, and 
offers them the opportunity to offset their CO2 footprint 
through NFTrees, NFTs backed by real planted trees around 
the world. If you own a Farmer, you can manage your 
Ecoverse lands in our upcoming Tellus Game.

Treedefi is the eco-friendly DeFi protocol.

Tokenomics

Our Farmers has a reflective minting system that earns farmers 
holders AVAX! This means that 15% of every minting fee is 
reflected back to existing Farmers holders and can be claimed 
at any time! The rewards don't stop when minting is complete!  


In our marketplace original minters of Farmers earn 1% royalties 
each time their Farmers is resold and 3% of each sale is 
redistributed between all Farmers holders.

Utilities and Benefits

Each DeFi Farmers will give you power to vote in our 
Sustainability Clubs on Tellus Game.  


Treedefi will run promotions time to time to give Investors 
benefits if they mint DeFi Farmers. 
 

Please read our documentation to check if you are eligibile 
for cashback or airdrops.

Rarity Ranking

All Farmers are equal, but some are more rare than others. 
That's why we've set up a trait rarity system to tell which of our 
Farmers are the rarest. There are a total of 57 traits, these have 
been classified in a system based on levels. The traits are 
ranked from "Common" to "Legendary". We compute the Farmer 
rarity (also called Drop Chance or Probability) as the value of 
the rarest trait. For example, if your Farmer wears the "McFly 
hat", its drop chance will be 0.6%. That means, your DeFi 
Farmer's rarity is 0.6%. According to you farmer rarity, you will 
have more probability to accomplish Tellus Missions

Sustainable Goals

Life on Land

Decent Work

Quality Education

Life on Land
The tree planting activities that we done regulary are 
intended to make real life changes in the environment to 
continuously plant and reforest areas around the world with 
the funding coming from our separate blockchain related 
projects.

Decent Work
We believe that access to work can be guaranteed in a 
democratic way across all ages. Anyone should have the 
opportunity to unleash their creativity anywhere, anytime.

Quality Education
We believe that access to work can be guaranteed in a 
democratic way across all ages. Anyone should have the 
opportunity to unleash their creativity anywhere, anytime.

Market
Flash sale ends in 00:00:00:00, 

41/ 900 second gen farmers minted, 962 / 962 first gen farmers minted

This Roadmap refers to the plan that will guide the team members and 

show them how to reach the desired goals. It mainly includes a step-by-

step plan for achieving the milestone.

Roadmap

Project technology



React js

Blockchain

https://marketplace.kalao.io/collection/0xc1c2e7e45212ccec186e00aaa829fc2891cac808

